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The GOOD PRACTICE presented here is part of a 
larger project called "Don Manfrin Social Farm" in 
partnership with several actors.
Among these the most important are the 
Cooperativa Sociale Verlata Lavoro and the Ipab La 
Pieve.



IPAB LA PIEVE
BREGANZE VICENZA VENETO ITALIA

…since 1834

at the service of the

fragile people and social solidarity



IPAB  La Pieve represents a solid corporate reality and one of the 

fundamental nodes within the social health services network  of

ULSS 7 Pedemontana. Its services are aimed at:

the elderly

the children

the disabled 

the disadvantaged



VERLATA
VILLAVERLA VICENZA VENETO ITALIA

Founded in 1984, Verlata is a job placement cooperative for 

disadvantaged people (disability, psychiatry, addictions, prison, 

social problems).



- It carries out 7 production activities: assembly, carpentry, green 

maintenance and cemetery services, catering, IT, shop, farm

- It currently has about 60 job placements in progress, while in 

2017 a total of 90 people were enrolled in our path (employment 

projects, traineeships, recruitment, public service work)



- Works in agreement with the Consortium Prisma (Vicenza) for 

the Ulss 7 Pedemontana and Ulss 8 Vicenza (Social healt service)

as well as collaborating with several municipalities in the 

territory

- It counts about 40 worker members who carry out both the 

production activity and the support of the disable people 

included.



The responsible of the educational projects are 3 tutors .

- tutors keep the contact with the sending 

bodies/organizations;

- monitor the educational projects and contribute the 

verification with the different services;

- perform motivational interviews with the people 

enrolled;

- support the operators in their daily educational action.



Social
Farm
Don Manfrin



PRESENTATION CARD

BIRTH DATE 2013

INITIAL RESOURCES Public and private funds

PARTNERS IPAB La Pieve  – Provincia di Vicenza - Comune di
Breganze – Conferenza Sindaci ULSS 7 – Caritas Dioces ana 
Vicentina – ULSS 7 - Consorzio
Cooperative Prisma – Only The Brave Foundation (Dies el) –
Volunteer Network

MISSION Developing a social economy or agriculture that com bines 
entrepreneurship and social inclusion

OBJECTIVES Implement social and welfare projects
and job placement for disadvantaged people

ACTIVITIES Ergotherapy – Social work placements

USERS 6 Asylum seekers
4 People with psychic distress



THERAPEUTIC-REHABILITATION PROJECTS : OCCUPATIONAL TYPE

� Promote the exit from welfare paths;

� Promote the identification, awareness and development of 
personal resources;

� To favor the progressive integration in a working context 
(structuring of significant times and spaces) to evaluate the 
possibility of a specific training path to work;

� Promote the development of personal and interpersonal 
autonomy.





CONTACTS

email:        verlata@verlata.it

segreteria@ipablapieve.it

phone:      +39 0445 856212 - Verlata

+39 0445 306311 - Ipab La Pieve

website:   http://www.verlata.it/

http://www.ipablapieve.it/

Thank you for your attention!


